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F r o m t h e E d i t o r s :
Dear readers,
^̂ ommon thought 1996 has two Editors-in-Chief, and a staff of
seven. The staffworked in groups to read all of the coded
submissions keeping the authors anonymous. This process was
frustrating because there were so many excellent submissions and a
limited number of pages.
In this magazine you'll find the voices of students and
faculty' alike. Through their writings, the authors have expressed
wiiat IS m their souls, telling about what is most precious to them.
Commonthnught is where the faceless strangers in the quad, and
your roommate, have their forum. This year's submissions are very-
diversified, reflecting our communit>' at Lesley.
We have worked hard to put the pieces of this magazine
together. Through reading, scanning, and proofmg we have
discovered a theme among these works. The tone of the
submissions seem to follow the moods associated with certain
times of the day. This edition of Commonthoiight reflects a daily
progression, from sunrise to sunset. We hope you will enjoy
reading it as much as we enjoyed putting it together.
Sincerely,
S. Jordan Simms
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S p r i n g ' \ ^ G
B r e a k f a s t
crambled eggs, ham and bacon
I can smell those biscuits baking
Orange juice, tea and honey
To start the day bright and sunny
Hash browns, coffee, sugar and cream
This is breakfast, it's not a dream
Sitting and laughing enjoying the hour
Enjoying the laughter, the family Is power.
A last cup of coffee, and a last bit of tea.
Spend ten more minutes,
and linger with me.
Deanna Phipps
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H a r v a r d S q u a r e
/'ve been cirling around for hoursI may be circling after darkI'll cir le 'til I run out of gas
before I pay ten bucks to park!
I will never forget that Sunday -
etched forever deep in my memory
when I found a spot right on Church Street
hey. that's like winning the state lottery!
Far more priceless than Rembrandt
more precious than diamonds and gold -
when you find a space in Harvard Square
it's a space you want to hold
One guy parked his brand new Buick
left it sitting right there to rot,
heard he never drove that car again
because he wouldn't give up his spot
They say °Pahk Thuh Cah In Hahvud Yahd!"
I guess that's pretty fair,
'cause chances are you'll never find
a parking space in Harvard Square,
So I'll forever be a-circling
until that fateful day -
when I've circled one too many times
and pass myself going the other way.
If you ever need to reach me
don't call my home -1 won't be there
you'll find me searching for a parking space -
circling 'round Harvard Square.
J i m B u s c e m i
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T o a S a n d s h a r k
a n d O t h e r L o s s e s
rhere you lay that brillint autmn afternoon,Stil l wet.. .
If on a morning walk
I had found you,
I would have carried you home, your slick length
Fitting my arms like a wilted stick of winter fire-wood.
To swim in my galvanized mop-pail. Spattering
Sun-diamonds, we'd play bubble-tag
And ring-around-the rosey. At night
I'd fetch a candle to light
The circle of our darkness.
We'd join in formless mumble
To ponder the churning frenzy
Swirling secrets within its brine.
Together, you and I...
But there you lay, drying in warm sand,
A salty remnant of the passing tide, weeping
Bottle-green flies, waiting to be a fossil.
Julie Abbott Mulloy
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A B r i e f F a i r y Ta l e
nee upon a time, in a land far away, lived a beautiful princess named
M E Shauna, Every day at exactly noon, Shauna's bright blue eyes fluttered
open from the rays of sunlight shining through the window. With a
smile on her lips from her secret subconscious world, she rolled over to give her
puppy Zapple a pat on his rear.
"Good morning, dear Princess," said her maid, as she swept across the
room to lay out clothes from Shauna's vestibule. "I've been waiting foryou to
awaken. It seems that a Prince Andrew has been here this morning to cal upon you
This one isn't like all of the rest. Madam, if I may say so. I looked at him from the
parlor, and he appeared to actuaOy be nervous, not confident and forthstanding like
your previous callers. I informed him that you would accept his company at one
o'clock. I hope I said the right thing, Princess."
"Of course Margie. Thank you. I hope that he truly isn't a selfish man
like all ofthe others before him that have sought my hand. Ijustcan't listen to one
more pnnce talk about himself for hours on end! Oh, why does Papa insist that
must I choose a husband before my next birthday?! Finding a pnnce that actualy
cares about me could take years!!
Margie, could you please draw my bath for me?"
"Excuse me ma'am, but the bath is waiting for you."
Shauna slipped out of her bed and sauntered across to the glorious bathtub
As she disrobed, she caled out to her puppy to keep her company. Gently she slid
down, into the foamy depths of relaxation.
"Oh Zapple, you are so lucky not to have the kinds of problems I do I
just wish that the princes would stop pestering me. Everyday another comes to ask
for my hand. I wish that just once a prince would be interested in me, not just
because I am the daughter of the mightiest king in al the land. I'm sure this Prince
Andrew will bejust like Prince Nathaniel, and Prince Lawrence, and all ofthe others
that come here to ask me to be their bride."
Finally one chime was heard throughout the palace. Shauna took one last
look at her reflection in the halway window. She took a deep breath, picked up her
crmolines and sashayed towards the grand staircase to meet her caller. Before she
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descended, she glimpsed below at a dark haired figure in uniform, standing by the
golden framed picture of Grandfather.
Slowly she stepped down the plushly carpeted staircase. Prince Andrew
raised his eyes to meet her gaze. All that Shauna could think was that she hoped
that Margie was right, and that this man was different than the rest. He was more
handsome than she had imagined him to be.
"Your Majesty, this is Prince Andrew of Rochester," said the steward.
"Greetings, your Majesty," said Prince Andrew, as he bowed before her.
With a nervous smile and a lowered head, he said, "Please call me Andy. 1 haw
traveled four days and three nights to be here. It brings me great pleasure to be in
your presence." He rose and offered her a single white iris flower. Shauna smiled
back at him and accepted the flower.
Zapple chose that exact moment to run down the stairs and bark at
Andrew, pulling at his pants. "No Zapple!!" cned the princess in desperation, as
she tried to hide her embarrassment. Pickmg up the puppy in her arms she replied,
"I'm so sorry. My maid was supposed to keep him m my chambers. I'm sure you'll
want to leave now. My dog should be more disciplined. This is terribly wTong.
Please forgive me."
"No trouble, my lady. I happen to have a soft spot for little critters. No
trouble at all. May I hold him?"
As the princess handed over Zapple, she shook her head in amazement.
"What is it, your majesty? Surely you should not fret over your puppy.
He is quite charming."
"Charming?" she thought. "He thinks my misbehaving puppy is no
problem'.̂  It appears Margie is right after al. Any other caler would have demanded
that Zapple be taken away at once. I must test him to be sure."
"Why have you come today. Prince Andy?"
"I've come today to meet the noble Princess Shauna that I've heard so
much about," he said as he released the puppy to the floor. "I hope to learn about
you, and that in time, you might consider me a suitable mate. I hear that you like to
play croquette. Could I tempt you to play a match with me? I would consider it a
great honor. Princess," he said as he bowed his head.
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"I would like that very much. The game is outin the Royal Garden "
As the prince offered his arm, Shauna had but one thought, "Hmmm, now




S p r i n g
I f O n l y I C o u l d
■y^awn has broken
m M Light shines deep
A wilting flower
Is left to weep
People pass on
People remain
But this is life
Nothing will change
The day goes on
i knew i t wou ld
i wish i could stop it
If only i could
i wish i could go back in time
Turn back the clock
i wish i could change it
But the past is eternally locked
But i know i can't change it
You're physically gone
i must try to leave this
i must go on
You've affected me so much
Your spirit will reign
will never leave me
always remain
But if i could change it
Believe me i would
but i don't have the power
if only i could
J e n P a r i s
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U n f o r g i v i n g
A s gentle as the slopes
/■ That glide into my waters,
^ ^ You slid into my world.
The sand sparkled with silver,
Reflecting your pleasure.
The lush green course made comfort for your rest.
As my palms sheltered and kept you cool.
In return you threw a rock Into my waters.
Ripples uprooting each palm.
Taking glitter from the sand.
Trampling the grass and
Contaminating the soil.
In return, this place of beauty
Is left bare and down-trodden,
Infertile and unattractive
Green turning to brown
With the sand remaining but
A shadow of grim and cold.




T h e S i l e n t W o m e n o f
t h e S c o t t i s h G l e n : A
M e d i t a t i o n o n H i s t o r y
rhis spring I was a guest at Hawthomden Castle near Laswade,Scotland, an international writer's retreat, perched dramaticallyabove the ste p glen of t e River Esk. In trie Pictish caves beneath its
halls, loyal friends ofWilliam Wallace hid from the English during the violent
thirteenth century Scottish Wars of Independence. I could almost hear bones
crunching underfoot as I walked a long the wild river. In that laden silence, much was
missing from what 1 could learn about the castle and its histoiy. The fertile glen I
daily walked was burstmg with blooming daffodils, rhododendron and al manner of
velvety lichens. Like giant female thighs, its steep banks enclosed this hidden,
unspoiled crease in the earth. What about the women whose lives were lived and
lost here? Were there no women's voices buried beneath the woods?
Hawthomden Castle, whose sursdwng tower dates to the fifleenth century,
came into the poet Wiliam Drummond's family in 1598. After his betrothed died on
the eve of their wedding, Drummond, a scholar, historian and inventor retired to
pursue a contemplative life, courting only, "Fair wisdom tliat celestial maid." Of the
accomplished lady who perished, we know little; not even her first name, only that
she was "the daughter of Cunningham of Bames." Did Drummond's love
reciprocate his ardor? Was her death preventable? Might she have taken her own
life rather than marry someone she didn't want? My speculation only, but our
notions of romance are shaped by what history and culture pass on. The absent
stones not only leave gaps in our knowledge; such deliberate omissions also give us
falsely romanticized male icons, as hollow as their idealized women.
We do know about the literary luminaries who flocked to the region around
Hawthomden Castle. In 1619, the poet/playwright Ben Jonson walking al the way
from London, stopped to visit Drummond. After hearing his guest insist that
"Shakespeare wanted art" and Sidney's face was "spoiled with pimples," the
reclusive poet complained tliat corpulent, gossipy Jonson, "...was a great lover and
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praiser of himself " On my walks, I could see the remains of the Great Sycamore tree
where the two men greeted each other. My imagination was stirred; the scholarly,
romantic poet seemed the type women still dream of, a man of feelmg. Then 1
leamed that this same lovesick poet, pinmg away in the glen, had fathered at least
one "'bastard" son. Who was the mother and what did she think of those literary
lions? We'll never know—no one speaks for the silent women.
The list of important visitors who recorded their thoughts about the area is
long. Samuel Johnson and his biographer, Boswell, unlike most cultured Englishmen
who considered Scotland too raw and wild to ment a visit, stopped at the castle in
1773. Scottish bard, Robert Bums was so taken with the food at a nearby inn that
he scratched a verse to his landlady on a pewter plate. Sir Walter Scott brought his
wife Charlotte Margaret Carpenter to live in nearby Lasswade in 1798; it became the
"Gandercleugh" inhis novels. Scott, not only gave us Ivaitlweand Rob Roŷ  to
name just a few of his books, his works spread the romantic glories of his native
landscape, changing the British view of Scotland, making it the highly sought tourist
destination it remains today.
Had I found the women who'd sparked my cunosity? At least I'd
encountered a landlady, and the wife of a celebrated writer, but only passing
references, a line amongst volumes. I was thriled to discover that Doro%
Wordsworth, that prohfic nineteenth centuiy diaiy writer had praised Lhe "delicious
glen of Rosslyn," further up the Esk. She also noted how "dingy and muddy" the
water looked. Would that Dorothy's sharp observations were as wel known as her
brother William's verses.
If not ordinary women, surely we can know about queens, so 1 turned to
the Royals. Poor Mary, Queen of Scots, twice widowed, had abdicated and fled to
England by the time she was twenty-five. Scott pictures her witnessing a falcon
flight competition between two nobles {TheAbbot), a recreation she somehow
managed before her rushed departure. Queen Victoria's 1844 visit to Hawthomden
Castle was commemorated in a painting by Sir Wiliam Alen that hangs in the
Scottish National Portrait Galery. Though we see the royal party picnicking on the
dramatic cliff overlooking the North Esk, the more domestic personal details of her
visit aren't well known. At twenty-three, mother of two small babies, Victoria had
recently lost a close relative. On the mgged two day boat joumey from London to
Edinburgh, she'd fallen very ill. The common, daily life that Virgina Woolf was so
eager to know is not part of the story.
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Folk tales are where the women seem to reside. In The Laird and Dog pub
m Lasswade, an engraxing shows a young girl wading, canying others on her back.
According to legend, before a bndge was built, passengers would call out, "lass,
wade," and she would cany them across the nwr—so the towm was named. As one
who forded the river by treading precanously over a fallen tree, 1 would have been
grateful for her help. In Rossyln Castle, a sleeping lady is said to guard a buried
treasure. If she's awakened by the sound of a trumpet, she will point the way and
make someone nch. Have the women 1 seek been finally discowred: a human feny, a
sleeping treasure keeper, as passive and voiceless as Drummond's "celestial maid?"
Home from my Scottish retreat, I found mall mo\ae screens teeming with
Scots; William Wallace's fierce campaigns against the British, (led by Australian Mel
Gibson) and Walter Scott's semi historical Rob Roy (in the guise of Irish Liam
Neeson) facing down the nasty Brits. Though they're loved by strong, noble
women, the female characters are no more than props for the heroes. For all but the
few academics engaged in revising our ideas about history, women continue to be left
out of the stones we tell. As I was about to give up, an historical reference caught
my eye. Seventeenth Century g}'psies commonly camped and performed plays near
the River Esk. Though some local lairds were tolerant, the central authorities issued
an order that gypsies be rounded up, "tried" and punished. Eight leaders were hung,
and the women and children, also deemed guilt}' of being "Egyptians" were
sentenced to drown. I imagine one ofthese women, her children at her side. She
watches her husband die, then gathering her strength, like Queen Mary, she flees over
the border. Telling her story may seem small in the layered history I encountered,
but such missing voices could give us a fuller, truer picture of that lovely Scottish
glen, and of ourselves. ♦
Jud i th Be th Cohen
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W h e r e d i d s h e c o m e
f r o m ?
Tlien he looks in her eyes a smile takes over his face-
ft/M/ Where did she come from?-




a brilliance of light surrounds her-
her voice is a lullaby in his ears-
With every word she speaks love passes threw her lips-
Where did she come from?-
He wanted to know everything he could about this lady-
all he could do was look at her-
He wanted to speak-
The words did not seem to matter-
Nothing seemed to matter with her-
The girl in front of him was not a girt at all-
She was an angel-
an angel sent from a higher spirit-
Now what was he to do?
J o d i e F i s h e r
1 2
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/sit in the courtyard and watchWatch as people pass by with the ticking of the clock.Wondering when will this madness ever stop.
When will children not have to cry.
When will the beast of abuse finally die.
When we will rise up as one race,
instead of races divided by sex and color.
Why can no one see that the person next to them is their
brother.
Why can't anyone see that in a room full of darkness
that we are still blind.
What will it take for everyone to understand?
We, as the future have to take a stand.
Our sisters are dying for love and for being misunderstood.
Our brothers are shooting and silently killing our children's
livelihoods.
Today is a day to mourn, not to cheer
Because this will all be forgotten this time next year.
Marian Nappi
C o n t m o n T H O U C H T
F r o m H u m i l i a t i o n t o
A d m i r a t i o n
OI am totally naked standing on a cold linoleum floor. There is this
^̂^̂uge old man staring down at me through big, thick, black rimmed glasses,
^̂ îs loud bow tie, looks like at any moment it would light up and spin
circles. "OKkid, turn aroundand walk to thedoor, we want to make sure that spine
of yours is straight."
Total and utter humiliation, that's the only way to describe my yearly
physical. As an eight year old girl there is nothing worse than being poked and
prodded by this huge old man while he and my mother make light conversation.
Don't tĥ  realize what a devastating experience this is for me? The anxiety two
weeks before the appointment date. The having to pee in a jar and bring it with me
on "the day". The endless waiting room. The horrid smell of cleanliness. The
screaming babies. This is enough to make me want to pack up and join the circus. I
hate the circus.
I am not quite sure when, but there did come a day when Dr. Driscoll's
office visits became a thing of the past. Then when I was eighteen Dr. Driscoll was
thrown back into my life, or should I say I was thrown back in his. I was pregnant,
unmanied and scared.
My baby was due in March, but he anived two months early. James
weighed three pounds, nine ounces at birth. He was so tiny, so beautiful and so sick.
James was rushed to The Boston Floating Hospital where an emergency lobectamy
was performed. This was the removal of the lobe of James's left lung.
Underdeveloped, it was pushing his tiny heart out of place.
James had to remain in the hospital for two and a half months. Dr.
Driscoll would visit James every week. I would visit him every day. This was one
of the hardest times of my life. I was ashamed to look Dr. Driscoll in the eye, until I
realized he knew better than anyone else how stupid and responsible I felt. As our
family doctor he knew the effect this sudden, unplanned pregnancy had on my
family. Yet he never lectured, he only said what was important, no more no less.
"You got yourself in one hell of a pickle, kid."
1 4
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"No shit!" I thought.
He rubbed my head and told me that everything would be OK, "This Idd
ofyours is tough just like you, stick with him."
His words were kind, he was kind. Dr. Driscoll W3S no longer a huge old
man. His big thick black rimmed gla sses weren't so big any more, and I even began
to enjoy his array of bow ties. He was no longer someone I feared to see, but
someone I longed to see.
The day finally came when I was able to take James home. I was uneasy
but relieved at the same time. Two weeks after being released James woke up looking
rather gray. Dr. Driscoll told me once, "The best doctor is a mother's sixth sense; if
you think some thing is wrong, you're probably 95% right." As the day progressed
James's breathing became erratic. Dr. Driscoll was not available so I packed up
James and took him back to the Floating Hospital. The ride was only 20 minutes
but it seemed like days. I was filled with panic and self doubt.
"Please keep breathing, please keep breathing," 1 kept repeating this to
myself like "The Little Engine That Could." Finally we made it to the emergency
room where James was given tests and x-rays. A few hours later the doctor on duty
explained that he could find nothing wrong with James.
"Ifhe gets worse bring him back."
"What kind of bullshit is that," I thought. "The kid is gray!"
Even though this doctor was extremely condescending, even though I was
afi-aid of him, even though he treated me like a stupid child, I stuck to my guns.
After hours of persistence the hospital finally admitted James.
The next morning the hospital called and said that I could pick up James at
10:00 am, all was well. I felt such relief. Twent>'minutes later, I received another
call fi-om the hospital. This time it was an emergencj'. James had gone into
respiratory arrest from an infection the doctors did not detect. I was so pissed at
that emergency room doctor. But more than that frustration, I was so afraid I might
lose James once again.
Driving back to the hospital my mind was racing, "When is this craziness
gonna stop? How much can I take? My family is completely stressed out with me.
I feel a mess. How can I look at James again, swollen, sick all pricked with needles,
how?"
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My foot began to push the gas pedal to the floor. A voice inside was
telling me to pack it in, "When you're dead the craziness stops " It was at this point
I heard a strongervoice, one that said "stick with him, kid". 1 realized my
responsibility for the first time. If 1 was not strong for James, who would be'̂
When I arrived at the hospital Dr. Driscoll was a Iready there.
"I understand you had a little trouble last night. James is going to have to
stay here for a while, but we'll get him better. He's tough like his mom." Then he
mbbed my head like a coach, like I had just rounded home plate in little league.
This was just one instance where Dr. Robert Dnscoll made me feel proud
ofmyself. Just one of many. He was simplicity in my complicated life.
If I never said it out loud, I should have. Thank you, thank you for




C l i c h e P o e m
rheads of memories weave through my mind.Dewdrops from the golden mist cover our faces.Swe tnes  and grace a e the voices of the wind.
Purple twilight is encompassing our heavenly sphere.
Dark is slowly falling upon us.
You press your lips to mine...
Night passes...
Drenched suddenly by unwanted light, and crystalline sun..
0, time- these brief moments have come to a bitter end.
Threads of memories weave through my mind.
E r i n R u t k a u s k a s
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F a l l i n g T h r o u g h t h e
C r a c k s
ily was bad On Tuesdays he would wake up late on purpose
because his mother went to work very early and would not know that he
sleptin. Hewouldrestinbeduntil thcringofthedownstairs telephone
alowedhimtodosonolonger, then groggily meander down the hal stil weanng
yesterday's dirty corduroys. In the bathroom, a streak of his sister's purple nail
polish was hardened onto the turquoise fonmca embedded watli gold flecks. (His
sister had been living with her fiance for nearly a year, but her curling iron was stil
under the sink. A picture of her holdmg her baby girl sat on the electnc organ in the
family room, coated by a thin layer of dust.) On this Tuesdav Bily looked into the
muTor and could see some scatered hairs peeking through his skin, peppcrmg his
lower jaw. He touched the lump on his forehead and thought of the flash of white he
had seen when the telephone receiver hit him. It happened on Sunday mght \vhile
his dad had some fnends over and Bily was smokmg eigaretes with them PhU
(who'd worked at the garage with Bily's dad smce high school) was on the phone to
his girlfriend when BiUy's cigarete brushed against the big man's flannel shirt and
put a hole m it. Bily hadn't even seen what he'd done when Phil popped him with
the phone, then his dad made him go to bed. The lump stil hurt some but it looked
prety tough, like he'd goten in a fight or something. This would be a good day to
go to school.
Going down the stairs he smeled the stale beer and sleeping men before he
saw them and was careful not to be noticed. In the kitchen the radio played a staticy
Lynyrd Skynyrd and he took a toaster waffle from a yelow bag on the counter. Just
as he grabbed his denimjacket from the back of his nephew's highchair, the phone
rang. Not wanting his dad to wake up he picked it up and whispered "helo" (it was
the electric company's coUection department) then put the phone down on the
kitchen table and crept out the door. "'Cause I'mas fi-eeas a bird now...and this bird
you..."
Opening the cafeteria door of his junior high school, Bily was greeted by
the invisible waft of tater tots, chocolate milk, and brown gravy. Other kids were
busy eating and he was able to enter the big room late but unobserved. He checked
1 8
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his pockets for change and came up wath eight>- cents in nickels, dimes, and pennies.
The small green meal tickets tliat his mom got from her clinic were worth a dollar
each, but the>' were buried somewhere in his locker and going to find them would
surely call attention to his lateness. He sat at a long table with many empt}' seats
and five girls at the other end. He picked at a scab on his knuckle and watched the
clock, stomach grumblmg. Fina lly a blonde wnth a thin watch and shoes like the kmd
in the magazines they read got up to cruise the salad bar, her purse slung over her
chair. Billy made his move, "Doanyofyouguysha\ealight?" A Marlboro was
protruding from his shirt pocket, and got no verbal response as their eyes
conferenced amongst themselves. "Oh. He)', don't worry about it. Here's mine," he
said holding up the Zippo he'd found on top of the TV. at home. That gesture
diverted their attention long enough for him to slip the blonde's wallet from her
purse to his back pocket and disappear from the lunchroom into the anonymit)' of
the hallways. Walking away he heard one of them say "loser" and it made his ears
feel warm, but he was proud of Ins successful maneuver and anxious to inventory his
loot.
Alone in a bathroom stall he unsnapped the burgundy eel skin and smelled
the leather and sweet scent of the things that girls keep in their handbags. Billy saw
paper money and his heart began to beat with excitement, two ones and a five. The
blonde was smiling at him from her student l.D. card through a small plastic window,
a collection of her friends' school pictures tucked behind it. Though he knew it
would be wiser to take the cash and stuff the wallet into a trashcan, Billy decided to
take his treasure home for a more complete examination after school.
He shuffled into his science class and took a seat in the back. He watched
the entrance ofthe class celebrities. First, the girls, gloss)'and manicured. Talking
quietly only to each other, with sudden fits of ascorbic laughter, then finally a
slippmg of thin bodies into seats to begin the note-wTiting process. The boys gave a
much more dramatic performance tlrat seemed to enthrall everyone, even the science
teacher Mr. Kaleski. With name calling that could be heard from down the hall they
captured their audience, tlrey loudly referred to parties at which they'd been
"wasted". They quoted movies and songs and football scores. They pushed each
other into the room and peaked their entertainment value with an in-unison "good
afternoon Carl" to Mr. Kaleski. The girls pretended not to be impressed but Billy
didn't have to, he kept his head on his desk and ran the tip of his pencil back and
forth in a groove that'd been wom by other kids who had sat in the back with their
bellies wound up like balls ofyam.
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His eyes grew heavy but he listened as one of his classmates talked about a
piece ofbrain coral that he had found during his family's vacation to Barbados. He
passed it around and said that hundreds offish can live together m an island's coral
reef. Billy pictured himself on an island and thought ofchasing animals and
swimming all the time. He had seen the ocean on T. V. and had been swimming at his
neighbor's pool last summer, but that was before his dad had backed into their car
and passed out on the sidewalk. They'd called the cops and now Billy wasn't
allowed to use the pool. He was dreaming of all the things he would bring to his
island when he felt a sharp tug on his hair. He looked up to find that he and Kaleski
were alone, the teacher's fece so close to Billy's that he could smel 1 tlie tunamelt
from the man's lunch. "Listen kid," Kaleski hissed, "I don't givea damn ifyou
don't showupformy class, but ifyou think you can comcm here and disrespect
me like this you've got another thing coming. Take your butt to the nurse if you
don't feel well, and why not ask her to clean you up a bit, you know, take a little
pride in your appearance?" With this the man walked to the front of the room and
sat behind his desk. Billy took his notebook and walked quickly out the door leâ g
his pencil on the desk.
Without stopping at his locker he headed to the door of the gym, a girl
seated there asked if she could see his pass but he ignored her. He walked through
the gym, with his shadow next to the wooden bleachers folded up against the wal.
His footsteps made a soft echo in this vast sweaty-smeling place. He approached
the tempered-glass window on the door of Coach Tarmon's office and saw that there
was mdeed someone inside. Billy knocked and heard the coach bark "Yo!" Billy
entered the small room and saw that the two chairs on the students' side of the
coach's desk were occupied by a couple ofninth-grade football players. Both Billy
and the coach felt uncomfortable as the man searched his memory for the boy's name
then finally said, "What can I do for ya my man?" "I thought 1 might have left my
algebra book in the gym," Billy improvised. "Well 1 can promise ya that neither of
these two have it. Ha! Isn't that right fellas I? Ha I" This was not working out and
Billy put his hand on the doorknob, "I'll keep looking." Billy pulled the door behind
him and walked to the bleachers. He was able to get behind them and sit with his
back against the wal. He remembered the time that he'd been sittmg on the basebal
field carving the bark off of a stick when coach had come up. Coach wasn't even
mad that he'd had a knife on school property, he'd just said "Ifyou ever feel hke
talking, you can find me in my office".
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Billy took the wallet from his back pocket again. The girl's name was
Sandra. He pulled the small photos out of their plastic covers, "Sandra, you are
THE BEST! I Love You! friends forever, Beth." One by one he read them and
dropped them to the floor, finally taking the cash and leaving the empt)' wallet and
its contents hidden behind the bleachers.
He snuck out a back door and was home in less than halfan hour. His
dad's car was not in the driveway, and his mom would not be home for a couple of
hours. Coming in through the kitchen door, he saw that the phone was still on the
table as he'd left it. The television was on in the living room. Montel Williams was
talkmgtohusbands who'dhadaffairswiththeirwives' sisters. Billy grabbed a
spoon off of the table and a jar of marshmallow Fluff from the cupboard. Plopping
down on the couch, he pulled a stained quilt over himself and propped up his head
using his dad's gray sweatshirt as a pillow. His teeth were taffied together with a big
sticky bite of Fluff when he started getting sleepy. He heard the barking of his pool-
owning neighbor's dog. The gooey spoon landed on the mg and bad Billy began an
afternoon nap with thoughts of a pretty girl named Sandra telling him that he was
THE BEST and that she loved him. ♦
Jennifer Karsten
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L e a r n i n g S o
P r o f o u n d
/
wanted to weep with frustration
Let me go!
Get your mother fuckin hands off of me!
Nobody was sent here to whip anybody
else's behind.
The stillness did not quiet me
freezing rain came suddenly
I did not know that I was supposed to
find solidarity
The sun warmed; the night froze.
I can't sit in judgment; I've done exactly
the same thing the night before
Infinitely small, but nearly tall enough
to touch the sky.
I couldn't fall, I could not fail!
Professor Beverly Smith
on behalf ofLesley College Undergraduate Students
- F o u n d P o e m s
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W h o I a m . . .
Fes, I am a woman with my pain drawn on my skina n dmy em tions buried dee  in my soul.
What do I tell you?
What do I show you?
Who I am is not comparable with anyone else's values or
mora ls .
My world is my own and who do I share it with?
Do I dare to share it with myself?
Do I share it with you?
If I show my self, what will I see?
If I share myself with you, will you leave?
Or will you embrace this lonely soul?
K i m K e e n a n
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A C h i l d ' s S i l e n t
C r y
J child screams out in the middle of the night
Xm but no one comes to comfort its cry
y M — t e l l m e w h y
A woman is attacked on a dark & lonely street
but there is no policeman running to her side
— tell me why
A man lies for food, then starves to death
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T o M a r i e
/thought we wer  soul siter, I thought we would be frinds forever.I thought we would take joy in each others accomplishments, and share
our sorrows when needed.
I thought we thought alike. Knowing what "BE" meant. Most people
don't understand the concept. Knowing what 'I AM" means. Most people don't
understand that either. Wedid,wheredid that understanding bebveen us go? I
thought we were on the same wave length. We understood the nuance of different
things. We, together, understood "New Age." We understood that it is the
Universe., and not God, that is al giving. No one since you comprehends this.
I tried to understand your need to move. I tried to understand yoiu"
wanting a better life foryou and the children. 1 just didn't think it would be so far
away. So far away that we would see each other so seldom, until it became never.
I loved you, as one friend loves another. It wasn't enough? I could not
say it, I didn't know how you would feel about it. I loved you as one friend loves
another friend.
I was nearly crushed when I learned you were actually going to move. It
realy hit me when you tricked me into that meeting at your apartment and saw al
the boxes packed and piled up in your hallway. I wanted to spend time with you.
You had your own business to contend with. I knew asking would be a lost cause,
even I hate lost causes. I wanted to sit down at your kitchen table, as we had done
many times before, and talk. Just talk and drink tea and eat cake and cookies like we
had so many times before. Just talk, about nothing and about everything. I was
crying when I left your apartment for that last time. Did you notice? I dare say you
didn't. I won't blame you, it's not your fault. You had your own life to live.
I thought you would be the one person I could ta Ik to for the rest of my
life. So you moved, so what. So you moved out ofstate, so what. I was wilhng to
call you long distance and not make a big deal about the phone bill. That was not to
be. How foolish ofme to think so.
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I tried so hard to keep the relationship going. I felt like I was swimming
upstream but still I wanted this to BE. You started a new life and I was not to be a
part of it. I wanted to be, but with no personal transportation how could I? I had to
let you go.
Did you know I bought you a card that I wanted to send you at some
point? I still have it. I guess it will be sent to someone else. It is a special card
though, just between you and me.
From time to time I wonder where you are, what you are doing, how your
children are, what do they look like right now. 1 wonder how school finished fbr
you. What type ofjob you have. Are you happy? That was always one thing we
were struggling for together, happiness. Did you get there before 1 did? 1 would
really like to know.
You needed to go your way. 1 have to go mine. Only lam the one who got
left behind and 1 have no word of you. Perhaps we'll meet in an airport one day
going in opposite directions. We' 11 see each other across the concourse with the rest
of humanity gomg about their business. We'l waw and have but three minutes to
say helo and say where we are going. We'l never catch up with each other's liws,
not that way. There wil be no time to linger, and catch our breathes and say how are
you. As 1 sit here writing this 1 can almost see the event happening in my mind. It
makes me so sad, and leaves me with an empty feeling.
Will you ever see this? ♦
Deanna Phipps
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V i s i t F r o m M o m
y mother came to visit me today
I haven't seen her in a while
She looked well, beautiful as ever just as I
remembered.
We talked for about an hour or more
by the end I felt peace
You see, She wasn't really there in body, but in spirit. She
died on a day of celebration the joy of a new year
But that wasn't a day of joy for me
because the world had lost a wonderful woman
I lost a part of me, the day she died
it was a stormy day, it rained like the heavens opened up
and cried for me and my loss
or it could have been the angels welcoming her
showering her with love
I feel her presence around me often
her touch, her warm embrace
I'm not afraid of her visit anymore
I know that she's only looking out for me
she's left this world but not my heart, my memory
I know you haven't left me mommie
You're here with me always.
R o s a l i n d H a r r i s
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F r i e n d s h i p
ords fly like flaming arrows
Aimed at the heart
Words pierce with burring accuracy
A friend's trust turns to an enemies best weapon.
Feelings of betrayal surge
From the heart
Through the body
With every pounding pulse.
Each encounter scars you
You drift further apart
Yet you go on as though nothing is wrong
You fight to keep your friendship.
But the words pierce a heart already wounded
You wonder how many more wounds you can take
Your heart and mind on the verge of collapse




C o m m o n T H O U G H T
T h e P r i s o n e r
/find myself a prisonerenthralled by her somehowmy mind's adrift in lovely thoughts
I've lost the here and now
I think about her beauty
I dream of all her charms
I fantasize - how would it feel
to hold her in my arms
I long to spend my time with her
and when we are apart
I walk alone - pining for her
with forlorn yearning heart
She fills my world with goodness
a pure and gentle soul -
I spend my days just dreaming of
the one I long to hold,
I know I am a prisoner
a prisoner of love -
but I'll take a life sentence
with the lass that I dream of,
J i m B u s c e m i
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C a s e y a t t h e B a t
rfie team was down by one run and I was up to bat. I ned to ignore thescreams from the parents and fans but they were really loud. 1 stood overhome plate, squinting into the su , and trying to ignore he itch on my
right ankle. The battmg helmet was too big for my head, and it blocked my \'ision a
little. The pitch came before I was ready. Strike, right o\er the plate. From the bench
1 could hear my coach, he never stopped screaming. "Dammit Casey, swing!!" 1
turned to look at him, twisting my upper body, but keeping my feet planted firmly
on the dirt. His face was red and he was wiping sweat from his forehead. He shook
his fist at me, and yeled sometling which I couldn't hear. 1 tumed back to the
pitcher; he was tal. Most of the players 1 came up against were bigger than me, and
a lot of them cringed because 1 was a girl. They didn't want to hurt me, nor did they
think I could really play ball.
The pitcher threw the second ball and I hit it, clear into right field. I took
off running, not even stopping to see if the ball was still in play. My right foot hit
first base and I kept going. I glanced over my shoulder, and saw a fat kid waddling
towards second base with the bal. I stopped at second. My helmet had flown off
my head and was sitting halfway between the bases. I looked at tlie second baseman.
He was tall too, and skinny. He looked me up and down a few times before spitting
on the ground and looking away. I reached down to scratch my ankle. My coach was
yeling at the next guy up now. He struck out. That kid had never gotten a hit, not in
three seasons of playing. I felt bad for him, because he wasn't ewn allowed to travel
with the team, the coach would call him when we were down a player.
Two outs now. I pulled on my ponytail to tighten it against my head. Our
first hitter was up, and he could really hit. He sent the ball flying out on the first
pitch. I ran, fest and hit third base before I knew where I was. The assistant coach
was screaming "Stop. Stop. DO NOT KEEP RUNNING!" I wasn't listening. I kept
running faster. I saw the ball sailing towards home plate, but I didn't stop. I hit the
base just as the ball bounced off the catcher's glove. He caught it and reached to tag
me. "SAFE" yelled the umpire. I glared at the catcher. He looked like he was going to
cry. I could hear my coach yelling at me. He was mad. "Casey, when you're told to
stop you stop." His face was redder than ever. He grabbed me by the shoulder when
I got closer. "What were you doing?" he bellowed. He shook me so hard I almost lost
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my balance. He was digging his fingers into my arms. on don't just do
that Casey. You gotta listen to your coach. Why else would lie be there?" I
looked into his eyes. They were bloodshot and glassy. Mis face was nearly
glowing.
"Sorry" was all I could come up with. "T knew 1 could make it."
"One more episode like this and you're gone Casey. Playing on this
team is a privilege you know." He let me go, the force was so strong that I
fell back. He walked off, shaking his head. I wanted to tell him off. but I held
myself back. I stood up and brushed myself off. The game was over, we had
won. We lined up to shake hands. This was my least favorite part, so many
of the boys wouldn't even shake my hand. When I reached the catcher, he
slapped my hand so hard I almost hit the kid behind me. I ignored him. ♦
C c i t i e K t i a k e
Untitled, Mayumi Kitaoka
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rears rolCheeks redLips quiver
S i l e n c e
Swollen eyes
Toward the lake
Your bench, your tree
Thoughts
Laughter fills this house
but never takes your place.
It has been two years
but it will always
feel like
Yesterday
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L e a r n i n g T h r o u g h t h e
Eyes of Chi ldren
I dedicate this poem/or all my children.
Thankyou somuchfor making my life a liiile sneeter, happier wid brighter.
Look into the fascinating eyes of chiidren,
Hear their wonderful laughter;
You will understand the meaning of joy.
Admit your own mistakes in front of children,
Show them the important role of play in school;
You will understand the meaning of learning.
Respect, love and care for children.
Accept them regardless of learning, physical, socio-economic,
cultural, religious and gender differences;
You will understand the meaning of acceptance.
Guide your children through life's journey.
Offer nice and gentle touches, loving hugs and reassuring pats;
You will understand the meaning of support.
Encourage your chiidren to express their thoughts and feelings.
Praise them for their effort and achievements;
You v/ill understand the meaning of confidence.
Give one hundred percent of your heart and soul into teaching.
Challenge each one of your children to be what he and she can
be;
You will understand the meaning of challenge.
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Make a difference in the lives of children,
Be a positive role model to them;
You will understand the meaning of fulfillment.
Thank your children for sharing a magical part of their childhood
with you,
Cherish the precious moments you spend together and learn
from each other;
You will understand the meaning of teaching.
King Kwan Kathy Cheng
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L i p s t i c k
5 he was trying to leave her boyfriend's dorm rom. They had just haddinner in the dining hall, and had gone up to his room to have sex beforeshe had to lea e to work n apaper. She went into thebathroom and
appraised herself, reapplied some gold lipstick. The lipstick was moist and she
applied it while staring atherself in the mirror. She smoothed the lipstick owr her
bottom lip again and again, it soothed her. A strand of her blond hair lay on the
shoulder ofher blue sweater. The hair was long and had curled itself into an almost
perfect figure eight. She admired it for a second then picked it off and went into the
bedroom.
Herboyfinend was on the bed. She sat down next to him Bye Baby, shesaid kissing him on the lips.
"Did you put lipstick on?" he asked.
"Yup."
"You're leaving." he asked.
"My paper." she told him,
"Kiss me on the cheek," he said. She did. He tumed his face toward her,
asking ifthere was a lip print.
"You can't see much under all your scruff." She said, laying her palm onhis warm cheek. "It's only gold anyhow, here look." She took the tube out ofher
pocket. "Isn't It pretty?" He nodded slightly. He got a little bored when she talked
about things like lipstick. She lifted the cover of and applied another coat; he
watched her. He wondered who she wore i t for.
The color saturated her lips. Her south shimmered gold and seemed to have
sweled a little. She mashed her two lips together then roled one on top of the other.
I got this tube for ninety-nine cents!" She told him. He raised his
eyebrows, but said nothing. She got her book bag and tossed it over her shoulder. She
was so far away from him then, already gone. Bending down, she pressed her lips to
his, then closed the door behind her.
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He lay in the bed. The taste of her lipstick still on his lips. The taste made
him think of his mother, his mother's dates. He remembered tasting the same lacfylike
perfume when she would kiss him goodnight. Walking down the hardwood hallway
towards his bedroom, she wouldn't sound like his mother at all. Her feet would clip.
Dressed up to go out with a man, seeming cool and confident and smelling strange as
she kissed her son good-bye. She was almost unrecognizable in the dark of his
bedroom. Her cool, skinny lotioned hands, with nails softly scratching figure eights
on his warm bare back as she whispered him goodnight.
Her tightly pursed, womed day lips became red and animate at night. Soft
and delicate, her voice warm and slow, such a difierent mother when a man was
waiting in the living room.
When she got home, he would sometimes still be awake. From his bedroom
he would listen to her whispers, but mostly just wait to hear her laugh. The deep
sounds made by her friend would make the boy a little uneasy. Low voices and
heavy footsteps didn't belong in their home. She would sometimes come in to check
on him.
With her breath smeling of wine, into his bedroom she would bring the
cool clean feel of outside. Pretending to be asleep, he would close his eyes and turn
away. He could feel her looking at lim and feel her lowng him so much. He felt a bit
like an earring or necklace, complementing her outfit.
She loved him the most when she wore lipstick. ♦
S. Jordan Simms
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W a k e U p S i s t e r s !
r raveling homeI see many people lookingbut few s eing outside themselves
I see other women who are sitting
with knees together, hands tucked in lap,
cramped, moving quietly
Who told these women they could
not take up space?
Take the space or someone else will
We do not have
chains around our bodies.
Why do you sit so still?
Sitting freely shows that we are
comfortable with being women
and ourselves.
Why should "ladles" sit
with knees locked?
Is it to deny sexuality?
Break free
Take up space
Bump others with no apologies
Sit with legs open
Expose yourself to the air




B e a t s o f D e a t h
m Jm ̂ hy I worked at a coal mine for eight years is hard to figure. Did I do it
MM MM for the money? Did I do it to prove to the world that I could handle a
W W "man's job?" Possibly I worked there to punish my parents for their
aristocratic views. Whatever the reason, it was something that happened in the sixth
year of my employment that I want to tell you about.
Back in 1976,1 was one of the first women hired to work at a mine outside
Paonia, Colorado. Paonia is a small town situated on the southern slope of the
Rocky Mountains. The soutliem exposure caused mild winters and created perfect
growing conditions for all kinds of fruit trees. The lack of snow for skiing kept
tounsts out and consequently the pnce of land was still reasonable. People in the
area were either farmers or coa 1 miners. Migrant workers and hippies picked the
yearly fhiit.
Ihadrecently gotten mamied to a fellow named Ray. Wemetonadance
floor at a bar in Greybul, Wyoming. My car had broken down there and I was stuck
there for a few days. I was on route to Portland, Washington to see a fnend and
check out the scene. Ray and I hit it off right away and we took off traveling
together. I leff my car for junk and moved into his van that was complete ivith a
stove, sink, shower and a toilet. We felt we had all the comforts that life had to oSer.
We seldom had much money, but we had plenty of good times. We made a
liwng picking fiiut and whenever possible traveled the back roads. We picked fruit in
Washington state, Oregon and Idaho. Picking apples is what brought us to Paonia.
We found a place to camp way up on a mesa. We lived in the Nfan with two cats, a
raccoon and a small dog. We were all happy to settle doivn for a bit.
There was a small log cabin near our campsite and after some investigation
we were able to rent it for twenty-five dollars a montli. The mesa was about seven-
thousand feet above sea level. The cabin was an origmal homestead, settled by the
Samual Wade family. It had a wood burning cook stove and no indoor plumbing. We
had to wrestle the cabin away from pack rats the size of large squirrels. Eventually
we would buy the cabin and the land around it, but that comes further on in the
story.
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Life had been simple, we always made just enough money to pay for gas
andfood. Sincewinterwasapproachinglwasgiadthatwehadastationaiyroof
over our heads. About the time we moved into the cabin, Idrcamt that I worked at a
local coal mine and the following day out of cunosity, went doum to the office to
inquire. I was interviewed by the mine foreman and asked about my expenence. I
said that I knew how to handle a pick and shovel and wasn't afraid of hard work. He
thought that was a logical answa and to my surprise I was told if I passed the
physical I would be starting the following week.
The pay was twelve dollars an hour, plus health benefits for both of us. I
was impressed and I decided to work for one month. I would make about fifteen
hundred dollars clear, aflertaxes. We could live quite a while on that. We could buy
new tires, new boots, see some movies and do some van repairs. Ray wasn't too
thrilled about me woridng underground, but we agreed for one month it would be all
right. There wasn't much work for him at the moment. He was trying to get on
with a crew buildinga silo in the next town but thatjob wouldn't start fora few
wedts.
I passed the physical and it was time to start my new job. My '55
Oldsmobile didn't heat up a bit as I climbed the steep mounta m road to the mine
site. The lights of Paonia twinkled below as people were preparing to go to bed.
My shift started at 11 ;{X) PM, it was 10:30 as my car pulled up to the parking lot
by the portal. The chatter of the empty conveyer belt and the low murmuring of the
parked diesel front end loaders greeted me. The dark sky with bright stars against the
outside lights seemed surreal. I walked into the women's bathhouse and introduced
myself.
I tried to sound confident and unafraid. There was a feeling of toughness
in the room and I wanted to appear at least that I could handle myself. There were
four of us on this crew, including myself. Aviva was the first to step forward and
welcomeme. She was about five feet tall with long thick curly black hair. She'd
grown up in Queens, New York and moved to the West about five years ago. Aviva
was never afraid to let everyone know how she felt. She kept everyone in line, even
the most redneck miner was intimidated by her.
Sarah was a local with a fourteen year old son. She had reddish hair and
fieckles, like someone you'd expect to see at a country fair. Her husband left her and
she was tired ofjust barely making a living being a waitress at the local cafe. She
wanted to send her son to a good college and needed to make big bucks.
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Anne had long reddish dark hair. She had ver>' sharp features and a thick
Irish accent. She'd entered into this country' as a nanny for a rich couple in New
York City twenty years ago. She'd ft lien in lo\'e with a young man passing through
the city. She went off with him and they ended up li\mg in Crawford, a small town
thirty miles east of Paonia.
My locker looked bare compared to theirs. They had pictures of children,
horses and naked men plastered all over. We were busy talking and getting our gear
on for tlie night shiff.
I slipped into my steel toed rubber boots, next came the insulated coveralls
and the belt with the battery pack. The hard hat felt heavy on my head and I walked
with an unsteady gait. I lumbered out tlie door and was told by the foreman to sign
out my tools. I went to the warehouse and checked out a hammer, pliers, wire
cutters and a knife. All these items added more weight to my belt and I began to feel
like a pack horse.
I followed the other women, afraid to say much now because we were
suddenly joined by the men. There were about twelve men,rangmg inheights and
types. There were a few with ponytails sticking out behind their hard hats. The
hard hats were different colors. A white hat was a foreman, red hat meant a
mechanic, green stood for an electrician and a black hat meant an experienced miner.
They were dressed like we were, with insulated overals and mbber boots. We were
a sexless looking bunch with al our bulky clothes and tool belts hanging heavy on
our hips.
Many of them appeared to have lopsided moutlis, their lower lips bulging
with chew. Since there was no smoking allowed underground, this was a way to
continue their nicotine supply. (The only time I tried it, I immediately threw up and
was dizzy for an hour after.) I felt beams of light moving up and down my body as I
was checked out by the men on the crew. The lights attached to our hardhats freed
up our hands to work. A yellow hat meant a new hire and in my case, a new woman
on the job.
We piled into a vehicle caled the Mantrip, the sides were al open and it
had seats like on a bus, it shuttled us underground to our work stations. We were
working about a half a mile underground and the drive took about fifteen minutes. I
had never been underground and I tried not to appear too naive. The mines out west
are different from the mines in the East. The ceiling is usually ten to twelve feet high
and can be as wide as fifteen feet. It was like being in an underground honeycomb
with orderly roads and lunchrooms with portable toilets scattered throughout.
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The first two weeks the new hires were given all the grunt work. I worked M
withtwoothernewhiresnamedBenSmithandRandyBathrick. 1 would work with S
Ben one night and Randy the next night. Women were not a llowed to work together
at first. We hauled heavy electrical cables, built solid cinder block wa lis and rock ju-
dusted the entire mine. The work was grueling but 1 was in good shapxi from picking', |
all those apples. I was strong and being underground felt comfortable to me. It felt " v
like going into a womb for eight hours. Icouldtumoffmy lightonthehardhatinbe .
i n t o t a l d a r k n e s s . / ,
Ben and Randy were exact opposites. Where Randy preferred to work
with me, Ben felt it was an insult to work with a woman. Ben would try to bully me
by working like a maniac. 1 was afiaid to be around him, as he seemed a need to
prove to himselfthat danger was manly. Randy was a joy to work with and we
would laugh most of the night. Randy looked and acted like the comedian/actor
Robin Williams. Randy was the kind ofguy who could diffuse any negatiw
situation. Randy and 1 ended up working on the same crew for about four years. We
developed a strong work relationship and fiiendship. Working at the mine was
tough, but working with Randy at the mine made it an almost enjoyable experience.
The first two weeks flew by, I slept during the day in the root cellar for
complete darkness and perfect silence. 1 got my first check and we spent it fast on
some hand tools for Ray, a new foam pad to sleep on and was finaly able to take the
dog to the vet for his shots. For a change, we could afford some beer and store
bought cigarettes, no more roll your own. I would now be going to swing shift,
working from three in the afternoon to eleven at night
The next two weeks went by fast. Swing shift was overand I had already
worked there a month. 1 decided to workjust one more month. The work didn't
seem so bad and the check certainly came in handy. Ray still hadn't found a job, so I
figured what the hell, one more month won't kill me. Two months quickly became a
year, and the turning point came when the cabin we were renting came up for sale.
1 made the decision to stay on at the mine to buy the cabin and ten acres
around it. Ray took the van and went to work in Wyoming on an oil rig. We decided
we could pay off the land in one year. This meant we would not see each other for
months at a time. We lived apart and grew apart. I went up once to visit him; the
area was so desolate and depressing that I couldn't wait to leave. Ray made good
money but had no time off. He had to work six days a week, fifteen hour shifts and
the constant noise created such stress that he started to lose his teeth. The
conditions were dangerous and it was fi'eezing. The winds would whip around
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drowning out the constant rattle of the huge chains on the pumping rig. Luckily, his
teeth did remain intact and Ray was happy to head back to Colorado after about a
year and a half.
When Ray came back he went right to work on building us a new house.
Each check I made went into the completion of the house. The house became our
child. We wanted everything to be the best and it was. There was always an excuse
for me to keep working; pajments for a new truck or a new irrigation system for the
field. One year I invested three thousand dollars into planting a vineyard. I was
desperate to find excuses to keep working. 1 created projects for Ray to engineer.
It was the last week of September, in 1982, as I started getting ready for
work. 1 had it down to a science, exactly how long it would take me to get to work.
I would throw a few things into my round lunch pail, cruise down the mesa and then
climb the mountain up to the work site. As I drove I thought of the six years that
had passed since that fated dream. I thought of how close Ray and I had been
traveling with the ripening finit. Now we seemed more like roommates struggling to
stay polite. I was worried this moming about the bad top we had run into yesterday
at work. The ceiling ofthe mine was unstable. I hoped that the night shift had
passed through it and today it would be more stable.
I parked my car and headed right to the bathhouse. I would slip on my
coverals, steel toed boots, hard hat and sling my tool belt with the battery pack
around my waist. I could do all this including the driving in less than twenty
minutes.
1 had advanced fast at work, 1 operated one ofthe diesel machines that
hauled the coal from the miner to the conveyer belt. I would make twenty to thirty
trips a shift. I would drive through the underground passageways, winding around
the comers being blanketed with the dust flying al around. The crews competed
with each other to see who could mine the most coal in a shift. Bonuses became a
big incentive to mine fast even if it was unsafe. I became hardened by the constant
threat of death. Living dangerously became the norm forme. I felt I had control over
my destiny and the money I was making gave me a false sense of power.
The mine continued to expand and more people were hired. Crews were
split up to distribute the new hires with more experienced miners. Randy was moved
to another shift and working at the mine was never the same for me after that. He
had always taken the edge out ofwork. I had new friends on the crew, but I had
been spoiled working with Randy. We would pass each other during shift change and
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fill each other in on our lives. We both longed to quit the mine, yet the money kept
us on. He had two small daughters now and he was certa in he would be able to quit
soon. His wife and he had managed to save enough to put a sma 11 down payment on
a building in town. They were going to open a hardware store. He planned to work
through the holidays and give notice to quit. 1 was happy for him and wondered
what I would do when I quit. 1 had no real future plans.
It was "hump day," the middle of the week. Two more days until the
payday and the weekend. If I could make it through the day, 1 would slide through
the rest of the week. As I drove down the mesa I saw the bins out in the orchards
waiting to be filled with apples. The clouds lay low as 1 climbed the mountain road
to the mine site. I stil felt anxious because the past few days the seam of coal with
the bad top just got worse. The ceiling of the mine was constantly sloughing off.
The roof bolters were having trouble getting the long steel bolts to stay in the top.
The bolts would just fal out. Above the roar of my diesel engme, I could hear the
constant snapping and popping of the coal overhead. This was the top telling us
that itwas very unstable. A good top is smooth and quiet, the steel bolts will slide
in and hold the pans of steel in place to hold the ceiling up.
When mine conditions are dangerous the energy of the crew changes. We
would sense the danger and respect it. The feelings intensified within the crew. We
became uneasy and felt vulnerable and were constantly on the look out for each
other. We would run into bad top about once a year. Usualy the engineers would
calculate a particularly bad seam, but often times they could not. When 1 saw Randy
at shift change, he looked worn and stressed out. He told me the top wasn't getting
better in the section as the engineers had hoped. He sensed danger and warned me to
be careful.
We were al on edge and there was talk over lunch that we were going to be
puled out ofthe section. Everyone agreed this was the right move. The past few
days there hadn't been much joking around, we al knew the danger in our situation.
Joking around in normal conditions was one way we would relieve the stress. We
would spray each other with the water hose and play harmless pranks. I couldn't
wait for this day to be over. Finally it was shift change and I hoped tomorrow we
would be in another section.
I warned the women coming on shift of the conditions in the mine. We all
felt tense and angry that we were continuing on in this section. I told them what I
had heard at lunch and hopefully they would close down the section soon. I was
tired and quickly showered, the coal dust disappearing down the drain. It was after
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four in the afternoon when I headed back to the house Ray and I built. Woiidng at
the mine enabled me to build a beautiful nest and get wickedly in debt. Ray and I
were no longer trying to relate, we just cohabited in the same place.
That night there was a brilliant thunderstorm. Being so high on the mesa
we could see the clouds roll in from New Mexico. The storm was quick and intense.
The rain beat the ground like a drum. The lightning bolts moved in close and the
thunderstruck. The clouds clung to the ground. The raindrops hit the metal roof of
our house. The thunder and lightning crested abo\'e our heads. I loved the threat and
thenoise, like the beats of death. The storm occupied ewry comer ofmy mind, and
1 went to bed, as usual, without saying a word to Ray.
I had taken on all the bad qualities of a man; cold, distant and unable to
express my feelings. I felt after eight hours at work my job was done, and plopped
my feet up with a beer in front of the TV. Ray would say his work was never
finished and 1 would laugh in disgust; just like the worst kind of a man. The more
macho I became the further apart our relationship drifted. Ray cooked, cleaned and
tended a garden. Money became power and 1 was blind to the reality of the
situation. A storm was brewing in my own life and 1 was losing control.
My first thought in the moming was relief. It was Friday and this
weekend would be my long change. On Monday I would be starting swing shift, and
that meant I could sleep late three days. The dog was up and older now. He'd
nearly gotten eaten by a pack of coyotes last winter. Ray and I had gone cross
country sking up the mesa. We'd locked him in the house, but somehow he'd
managed to get out. He had folowed our tracks and gotten lost. When we found
him he was nearly frozen to death and a pack of coyotes were stalking near by. It
would have been a brutal kind of death.
I headed down the mesa and up the mountain to the mine. 1 could drive
this with my eyes closed. For some reason al the machinery was parked outside
and shut ofT. I parked the car and noted the silence about the place. No conveyer
belts running, no purring machinery waiting to go back underground. I approached
the bath house and there was a station wagon parked in front of the doorway. It
looked like an ordinary station wagon except for in the back was a body bag,
obviously with a body in it. It didn't really sink in for a split second. I thought it
was a demonstration or some kind of drill.
We were all directed into a meeting. Faces were drawn and spiritless, the
night shift crew looked beat up. I heard what was being said but it did not sink in.
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Randy Bathrick was dead. Randy, my friend, had been crushed by a piece of the
top. Thebodyoutsideinthebag,itwasalltoomuch. We were informed that the>'
had decided to pull out when a piece came down and crushed him. He hadn't
suffered and died instantly. A quick kind of death. We were instructed not to tell
anyone in town as they had not been able to notify his wife. She had been out of
town visiting her parents for the evening. They didn't want her to hear it from
anyone but them.
I didn't look at anyone when 1 left. 1 was annoyed that they had lefl
Randy in the back of a station wagon in a body bag for everyone to see. 1 drove
down the mountain and up the mesa to the security of my home. The town below
looked peaceful, unaware of the tragedy that had just taken place. 1 thought of
Randy's two children and the loss that they would feel the rest of their lives.
A few people quit working at the mine. I wanted to but was insecure since
my ego was so tied up with money and control. 1 should have goten professional
help to deal with my problems, but 1 continued to bury my feelings. 1 stayed on at
the mine for two more years; when I turned thirty 1 felt the crisis peak, my
relationship had suffered all it could take. It finally died a lingering land of death andtook with it al my future dreams. ♦
H a n n a F r a n k
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H o l i d a y
rhe soft glow from the fire and the sparkle from the colrful lightsreflect in the eyes of the mesmerized guests.
The warm feeling is one that can only be made from smiles and laughter
of old friends and family.
The sweet scent of turkey, bayberry candles, and pine
is lusciously enjoyed by everyone.
Outside lay a gentle blanket of snow,
like a peacefully sleeping cat protecting the earth.
Inside, the room falls silent, as everyone sips their cider,
listening to the soft spirited voices give the perfect touch to the memorable
m o m e n t .
Jil l Stringer
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F i n d i n g M a r t h a ' s
V i n e y a r d
£*astChop, Menemsha. ThebackroadsofChilmark. I haven't ben'here for a very long time. I was pregnant then and now that child is nearlyfifteen years old; will I remember the names of the streets, the way to the
beach? Will there be the magical sense of place that is conveyed about Martha's
Vineyard in every essay and poem, that is portrayed in an Eisenstadt photograph?
I ferried over in the rain; walked South Beach early in the morning and then
again at dusk; strolled the ciir\ing streets of Edgartown in the evening, the smell of
garlic commg fi-om every open-air restaurant, the sound of silverware on plates. 1 got
down to the dock early on the Fourth of July, ahead of the locals, and secured one of
the best spots to watch the fireworks as they exploded and bnefly colored the black
water over Edgartown Harbor.
Waiting, 1 watched those around me as the crowd grew- the older couple
who exuded wealth and ease as they stood somewhat apart from the rest, he in a
linen jacket, tall and white haired,without socks; she in an unmaculately pressed
cotton dress and wide-brimmed hat. A little girl squeezed in front of me, sloppily
eating an ice cream cone and caling back to her mother, "Take me to Chappie,
Mommy!" as we watched the Chappaquiddick ferry go back and forth. Her father
was the firechref, she proudly told another eight-year-old who had made a place for
himselfbesideher. She belongs here, 1 thought, and even through my resentment I
alowed her the best place from which to see the fireworks.
I knew that I would never be here long enough to have the familiarity of
calling it "Chappie." I was not a wealthy summer resident, or one of those who
causes heads to turn when 1 walk down Main Street. 1 was not island-bom, knowmg
the place as only a native can, every unnamed path; the darker side (where the
alcohohcs live, where the dumpsters hide.) I am of the lowest caste here- the three
day visitor- on-island long enough to know the way into town, but not to become a
familiar face at the ice cream stand or the bakery. 1 haunt the beach by day and come
into town at night, scarlet-lettered by sunbum, exposing myself as a tourist, ignored,
tolerated, or winced at by those who belong here.
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The weather was fine. I sunned, swam, hiked. ImadethejoumeytoGay
Head one morning, but I still couldn't find the spirit of the place. I know from past
experience that it's never where you expect to find it, it's never a postcard \aew or a
suggestion in a travel book, because it has to be original, to come out of a place that
takes you by surprise. It has to connect your heart with the heart ofthe place.
And then I found it, on a sandy path that traced the route from my room
to the beach, a path that I used coming and going many times a day. A seldom-used
dirt road led to this soft sand path that rose a little as it passed through sharp dune
grass and beach peas entwined witli cow vetch before descending to a wooden bridge.
There it crossed a stream and climbed back up a bank, then across the road to the
beach.
The path grew familiar under my feet in those three days, the dune grass
scratched at my legs as 1 went by. 1 watched the bumblebees in the \'etch and roses,
at night 1 saw the fireflies that 1 rarely see at home anymore. The bridge was a little
unstable, rotting, but it took my weight. Another winter, maybe. And the water
there was colored yelow by the sandy bottom, flowed so slowly that you could
barely see it, so stil that the snail trails remained long after the)'d moved on, around
clam shells half-lost in the sediment. It was drowsy with warmth and insect song.
I' d never been here before yet 1 knew this place. 1 knew it because its
elements: the soft sand, the tendrils of beach peas, the summer smel rising in the
increasing heat of a day, took me back to another path in another place. I was a smal
child then, and the path was m another summer place, near a cotage by the sea, ful
with grandparents and aunts and cousins. I was so young, not five years old, but 1
can remember- the soft sand, the flowers, the summer scent. And this place became
the essence of Martha's Vineyard for me, what I couldn't find at the colorful chfs of
Gay Head or on the bustling streets of Oak Blufs, during an ewning at South Beach.
But here, on this sandy path, 1 could make it my own, could take it home as 1 would
take a scallop shellhome in my pocket, for remembrance.
Welcome. ♦
Conni Manoli - Skocay
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L i f e o f R e d H e a r t
by the stream of "Life of Red Heart"
^ Relaxing in the sunshinekJ Thinking...
Listening to the birds chirping,
The sounds of the water gurgling,
As the wind blows the leaves gently about the ground...
Raised head, closed eyes...
"life of Red Heart", let all the pain
and ill health flush out of me,
Down through the water and into the sea.
Like all your waterfalls run away from you...
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ancing fire of night,







As you would frosty flakes floating
Down from a wintry sky
By night, you are disappearing
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S o m e t h i n g
/t's almost gone, it's stretched out over thevalleys -It stretch s long from sight;
It empties like the day in velvet ribbons
Into the night.
It breathes above the spraying ocean weakly;
The mists dissolve the prawns
That teem beneath the ever-rolling wavetops
And then it's gone.
It loses spirit soft as old men dying;
Its rhythm slow to hear -
No longer limber dancer, still it weeps forth
Its crystal tear.
And sighs along the forests and the mountains
While weary breaths it takes.
It settles in the frothy rivers leading
To the still lakes.
It spreads at last across the silent landscape -
Its soul sways some and bends.
Sways some and bends and flickers in the dim light.
And then it ends.
Archie Roberts
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Shayna Bloom is a senior with a Social Science major and a double minor in
English and Human Services. Shayna is playing Rosaline in the Oxford Street Players
1996 production of Romeo and Juhet.
Cecily W. Bressel is in the School of Undergraduate Studies jomt program in
Human Services and Counselling/Psychology.
Jim BuscemI is a first year graduate student studying Counseling Psycholog}'
with a specialization in Expressive Therapy.
King Kwan Kathy Cheng is currently working as a preschool teacher at the Blue
Cross Blue Shield Center for Children in Quincy.
Judith Beth Cohen is an Associate Professor in the Adult Baccalaureate College.
"The Silent Women ofthe Scottish Glen" was also published m The Celtic Fringe.
She has written a novel. Seasons, available from The Permanent Press.
Amanda Crawford is a sophomore majoring in Education
Hanna Frank was bom in Amsterdam, Holland, became a US citizen in 1962. She
has worked as a coal miner in Colorado and a project manager for a construction
company in New York City. She transferred to Lesl̂  from CCN Y. where she
received numerous writing awards.
Jodie Fisher is a freshman majoring in Education.
Amy Hand is currently a Sophomore, majoring in Human Services with a
Psychology minor.
Rosalind Dyanne Harris is a senior Human Service major. Her hobbies mclude
singmg, and writing poetry.
Lena Hodge is a Sophomore completmg a double major in Humamties and
Education. She hopes to pursue a career in Art TTierapy after graduate school.
Jennifer Karsten is a graduate student presently domg her thesis at the Fmdhom
Community in North Scotland. Her interests include holistic models of education,
sustamable agriculture and development and alternative healing methods.
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Kim Keenan is currently a Juniorm Human Senaces. This is the third time that
she's been published in Commonthought. She expresses her thanks for being able to
express herself through her poems.
Heidi Kirchofer was a member of tire creative wntmg class which produced this
Commonthought. She has since moved to Eugene. Oregon and is enjoymg life on the
w e s t c o a s t .
Mayumi Kitaoka is a Scmorat Lesley. Last semester she took a color photography
class. "Grocery was one of tlie photos she took dunng the class.
Catie Knake is a freshman majoring m Human Serwces.
Amy McCaiihy is in the Adult Baccalaurate program.
Conni Manoli - Skocay is m the interdisciplinarŷ  Studies Masters program. She
isthemotehroftwosons, 15 and 10. She was published in Coî /e5/o«e, a Histor}'
Magazine for Cliildren.
J ul ie Abbott M u Hoy is m the Interdisciplmaiy Studies program and wil be
graduating in 1996. She has two daughters who are also atending colege. She feels
that her experience at Lesley has enabled her to discover a room of her own,
Marian Nappi is a jumor Human Sendees major with a specialization m Art
Therapy. Her work has been published twice in the Library of Congress.
Amanda Osborne is a sophomore majoring in Middle School Education. She is
from the Caribbean and has worked on Commonthought last year.
Deanna Phipps is an eternal sophomore with a major in Human Sendees. Her
hobbies mclude her cat and her computer.
Archie Roberts is a graduate student whose work has appeared in The Anthology
of the National Library of Poetry. He lives in the Back Bay wdth his fiancee and their
brown dog Webster.
Richard RogersisastudentatBUandhasworkedasacommercialartist. He
teaches courses in education and computers in the Women's Colege.
Erin Lillian RutkaukasisajumormajoringmElementary Education and
Literature.
Beverly Schley is about peace, hamiony, and love. She works part-time at the
Campus Shop and has been writing poetiy since the sixth grade.
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S. Jordan Simms is a freshman majoring m Education.
Beverly Smith is an Assistant Professor in the Women's College.
Caitiin Sullivan is a secondyear graduate student in Middle School Education. She
IS originally from Boston and completed her undergraduate studies at the Universit}'
ofWisconsin.
Jen Paris is a Sophomore who was a member of the Creative Wnting class.
Jill Stringer is a Sophomore who was a member of the Creative Wnting class.
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